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Medicine meets red feminism: Yi Togyo (1897–1932),
a pioneering Korean feminist physician
Vladimir TIKHONOV(PAK Noja)

Department of Culture Studies and Oriental Languages, Faculty of Humanities, Oslo
University, Oslo, Norway

ABSTRACT
This article focuses on Yi Togyo (1897–1932), a nurse-turned-doctor and one of
the pioneering female physicians of colonial-age Korea. I aim to investigate how
Yi’s medical practice and her understanding of public health and hygiene
reflected both the general ideology of “medical modernity” and more
specifically Yi’s socialist leanings, as well as her quest for a more gender-
equal society. Furthermore, the article will explore the meanings of gender
equality in Yi’s journalistic writings and public utterances, as well as her ways
of practicing the ideals of socialist feminism in both personal and public life
and her attitudes towards lesbian intimacy and bisexuality. Additionally, the
article examines the complicated context of Yi’s varied interactions with the
Japanese colonial authorities and their press organs and identifies the
overlaps between Yi’s ideals of socialist “medical modernity” and the
modernist public health practices of colonial-period Korea’s imperialist rulers.
Overall, by focusing on Yi’s life, beliefs, writings, and practices, this article
aims to improve our understanding of modern socialist feminism, modern
medicine, and the interactions between these two domains in colonial
Korean society.
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Introduction

This article focuses on Yi Togyo (1897–1932)—one of Korea’s pioneering
female doctors of the 1920s. She was also an important popularizer of
medical knowledge with women as her specific target audience, and one
of the leading participants in Korea’s nascent socialist women’s movement.
In the eight years (1924–1932) when Yi was socially active, she published
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dozens of periodical contributions, dealing with a number of issues pertain-
ing to medicine, hygiene, gender equality, and both heterosexual and homo-
sexual intimacy. Her most significant masterpiece, however, was, in the end,
her own life—which this article will attempt to sketch out and analyze with
the use of all available evidence.

Despite Yi’s importance for both the early history of women in the Korean
medical profession and the history of socialist feminism in Korea, no special
research, excluding a recent popular article by a major South Korean expert
on the colonial-age Communist movement history of Korea (Im, 2019), has
been published on Yi Togyo so far. This is the lacuna which the present
article aims to fill. Yi Togyo was a nurse-turned-doctor and one of the pioneer-
ing Japan-educated female physicians in the history of Korea’s modern medi-
cine. This article places a spotlight on her role as a groundbreaking women-
oriented medical knowledge popularizer with strong and well-articulated
socialist feminist views. Concurrently, this article emphasizes Yi Togyo’s prac-
tice of revolutionary living: as we will see below, she was, after all, among
those few female physicians of the 1920s who ended up sacrificing successful
careers and eventually their lives in the service of radical emancipatory causes.
This article will attempt to examine how Yi’s professional insights into the
issues of human psychology, sexuality, or reproduction were related to her
vision of radical socio-political and cultural change and her feminist views. It
will particularly stress her attitudes toward both hetero-and-homosexual inti-
macy and married life and will simultaneously explore the complicated pat-
terns of conflict and cooperation between such radicalized local medical
practitioners as Yi and the Japanese colonial authorities as the privileged,
dominant subject of modern medical and hygiene policies.

The main source materials for this article are Yi’s many writings, mostly
written for Korean newspapers and journals in the 1920s and early 1930s.
One of the main venues through which Yi conducted her campaign for the
popularization of medical knowledge was the official mouthpiece of Japa-
nese colonial Government General, Maeil Sinbo. Otherwise, Yi’s writings—
on both medical and gender-and-family-related issues can be found in
several privately-run Korean newspapers and journals, including Tong’a Ilbo
(established in 1920), Chungoe Ilbo (1926–1931), Pyo lgongon (1926–1934)
and Samch’o lli (1929–1941).

Generally, popularized contributions by medicine and hygiene pro-
fessionals were welcomed by modern Korean media, on the understanding
that such publications were actively sought after by the public, with its
growing interest in more “scientific” approaches to the human body and
everyday life. These writings1 deal with a variety of topics, with a strong
emphasis on quotidian hygiene and disease prevention, including pro-
fessionals’ advice on such issues as wearing protective face masks in winter
or prevention of gastric cancer.
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However, all colonial-period publications had to undergo strict censor-
ship.2 They require the use of the technique of feminist reading against the
grain (Walters, 1995, pp. 76–79) from a contemporary researcher of Korean
feminist thought (such as the author of this paper) for proper analysis. This
technique brings researchers’ attention to the “vast and complex circuit of
articulations” (Walters, 1995, p. 14) which both precede and follow the emer-
gence of cultural texts (including not only written narratives but also visual
productions, such as films or television series). It is the intertextual connota-
tions of a particular cultural text or artifact, its place in the contemporaneous
debates, and an array of interrelated narratives and discourses that define
text’s or artifact’s eventual meaning (Walters, 1995, p. 18). One must be atten-
tive to the context which the author could only slightly hint at, to the narra-
tives that could not be explicitly deployed and elaborated and only lurk
between the lines, and to the choice of the subject matter and emphasis,
in comparison to how these choices were made by other authors, for
example, more conservative Korean and Japanese males, which could
indirectly indicate author’s genuine interests and concerns. Other sources
used in this article include contemporary reports on Yi’s manifold activities,
both professional and socio-political, by Japanese police, newspapers, and
Korean print media. Taken together, they can help to paint a portrait of an
unjustly overlooked female intellectual and activist who combined her pro-
fessional life with socialist feminist commitments and engaged simul-
taneously in both anti-colonial resistance and medical practice and
popularization under the conditions set by the colonial power.

One of the underlying reasons why an anti-colonial activist of Yi’s convic-
tions and stature could cooperate with the colonial medical apparatus lies
in the normative understanding of biopolitics which the Japanese colonial
state and its socialist opponents, to a certain degree, could share. Foucault’s
concept of biopolitics refers to the modern state’s exercise of power over
the biological conditions of its subjects’ existence, including everyday
hygiene, sexuality, and reproduction. Since the Industrial Revolution, the
modern state began to compile relevant statistics while at the same time
using its responsibilities for public hygiene, health, and reproduction to legit-
imize its expanding powers (Foucault, 1997/2003, pp. 242–244; see also
Patton, 2016). The socialist movement, modernist as it was, was also in basic
agreement with the idea that society—represented, for example, by states
claiming the legitimacy of “proletarian dictatorships” should regulate the bio-
logical fundamentals of social and personal life in an organized, centralized
fashion (Prozorov, 2016). To that degree, the logical connection between
the purportedly emancipatory modernist project represented by Yi and the
oppressivemodernism of colonial authorities was not unimaginable. Addition-
ally, as a socialist feminist, Yi did not limit herself to the realm of medical
knowledge and its popularization only, and actively intervened in the issues
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of women’s everyday lives and rights, gender relationships, and intimacy. Her
socio-political activities are yet another focus of the present article. However,
before narrating the main events in Yi’s life as a medical practitioner and social
activist, we need to examine the discourses of socialist feminism and the tra-
jectory of their domestication in 1920s Korea.

Socialist feminism comes to Korea

Socialist feminism emerged in the late nineteenth century as an influential
emancipatory approach to the “woman question.” This approach came to
the forefront as women’s emancipatory struggles intensified after the
1880s, amidst rapid growth in female employment and education and an
atmosphere of heightened expectations that women too should benefit
from the general tendency toward greater inclusion and democratization in
the emerging industrial mass society (Hobsbawm, 1987, pp. 200–204). Theor-
etically, socialist feminism was grounded in Marxist insights on the class-
determined nature of marriage institutions which allowed the inheritance
of private property along the paternal line, ensuring the husband’s domina-
tion inside the framework of the bourgeois patriarchal family. Even if such a
family was based on formally “free,” voluntarily concluded marriage, it was,
according to the logic developed by Engels (1820–1895), an important
founder of classical Marxism, no freer than the intrinsically unequal relation-
ship of capitalist employment, given men’s control over the family’s sources
of income. While Engels hoped that women’s economic independence—their
entry into the realm of “public industry” would enable them to pursue
relationships with the opposite sex on a more equal footing (Engels, 1884/
2004, pp. 65–80), Lenin (1870–1924) went even further, arguing that only
“socialization” of household work, the main burden of married women,
would provide the necessary preconditions for their liberation (Lenin, 1919/
1965, pp. 432–434). This position, grounded in the Marxist views on the
primacy of the socio-economic “basis” vis-à-vis the “superstructure” of
socio-political relationships and conventions, contrasted, for example, with
suffragists’ belief in the central importance of women’s enfranchisement
for their liberation (Mayhall, 2003, pp. 12–24).

The belief in socio-economic determinism did not diminish Marxists’ inter-
est in the more intimate side of gender relations. Engels, for example, hoped
that economic equality between the sexes would eventually lead to relation-
ships and cohabitation based only on “real love” and easily dissolvable when-
ever the desire to continue with the relationship disappeared on either side
(Engels, 1884/2004, pp. 86–87). In a similar vein, Bebel (1840–1913) envi-
sioned the women of the socialist future to be completely equal to men,
fully in a position to freely choose their love objects, concluding and dissol-
ving the bonds of intimacy as they themselves saw fit (Bebel, 1879/1904,
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pp. 342–349). Perhaps, though, the most crucial contribution to the Marxist
feminist theory of intimacy was made by a Russian female Marxist revolution-
ary, Kollontai (1872–1952). In the early 1920s, concomitantly occupying pos-
itions of importance in the Soviet state and its diplomatic service (she was
one of the first female ambassadors in the history of world diplomacy), Kol-
lontai produced several novels dealing, in a rather iconoclastic way, with
the issues of revolutionary intimacy. One of these novels, Vasilisa Malygina
(translated into English as Red Love) (1923; see also Kollontai, 1923/1927), fea-
tured a fiery story of two Communists’ love and marriage, with the epon-
ymous female protagonist, Vasilisa, managing, in the end, to voluntarily
withdraw from the existing long-term relationship (despite her pregnancy),
on the grounds that her partner had undergone irrevocable ideological
and personality changes, making the erstwhile comradely connection—on
which their intimacy was based—no longer possible. The book was translated
into Japanese in 1927, into Korean in 1928 and into Chinese in 1929, introdu-
cing to the reading public in East Asia (Korea included), a very radical Marxist
approach to intimacy (Barraclough et al., 2015).

It is no wonder that following Kollontai’s story of an emancipated
woman refusing marriage or cohabitation unless the relationship was
underpinned by mutual respect and camaraderie was eagerly sought
after by the Korean public, given that socialist feminism had been develop-
ing there since the mid-1920s, in tandem with the spread of Marxian
socialism in general. May 1924 saw the emergence of the first-ever organ-
ization of socialist women activists, named Choson Yosong Tong’uhoe
(Korean Female Comrades Association). Its program, featuring the “building
of a new society following the laws of societal development” and a “move-
ment to liberate women,” left no doubt as to its ideological orientation
(Cho, 1990; Ch’oe & Son, 2020, pp. 154–155; Kim & Kim, 1972, pp. 153–
154; Kim, 2016, p. 144). One of its leaders, Chŏng Chongmyŏng
(1896–?)3—on whose life and activities more will be said below, appealed
for collaboration with the “proletarian class liberation movement” at a
public lecture sponsored by Choson Yosong Tong’uhoe in October 1924,
and was, predictably, stopped by the ever-alert police officers in attend-
ance (Kim, 2016, p. 145; Tong’a Ilbo, 1924).

Following the lead of Engels and Bebel, one of the female socialist leaders,
Ho Chongsuk

4 (1902–1991), made it clear in a 1924 programmatic article on
the “woman question” (published in the daily Tong’a Ilbo under the pseudo-
nym, Sugai) that only economic independence could bring Korea’s long-
suffering, “enslaved” women genuine freedom (Kim, 2016, p. 146; Sugai,
1924; see also Yi, 2015).5 However, yet another pressing issue for Korean
women which socialist women leaders often mentioned in their public utter-
ances (Chong, 1933) was their general “ignorance.” Most women were
deprived of the chance to receive education under the “dual oppression”
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of colonial capitalism and patriarchy (Kim, 2016, pp. 149–156). This “ignor-
ance” included—although, of course, was in no sense limited to—lack of
scientific information on medical issues, including those directly related to
women’s gendered roles (sexuality, childbirth, and child-raising). The aware-
ness about the need for medical knowledge popularization among women
was the background for the importance attached by female socialists of
the 1920s and early 1930s to the role of such medics in their ranks as Yi
Togyo (1897–1932), the central protagonist of this article.

The history of 1920s and 1930s Korean socialist feminism has been exten-
sively researched since the early 1990s, in books, book chapters,6 and disser-
tations (see Cho, 1990; Pak, 1993; Yi, 1992). Literary achievements of socialist
feminists attracted the particular attention of researchers (see Kim, 2011,
pp. 161–191), and the reception of Kollontai’s ideas in Japan and Korea has
also been meticulously studied recently (Pae, 2018)—just like the attitudes
towards revolutionary intimacy theories and practices among radicalized
educated women of the 1920s and 1930s in general (Yi, 2006). Such major
figures in the history of the 1920s’ socialist women movement as Chŏng
Chongmyŏng or Ho Chongsuk—whose pioneering roles are mentioned
above—have had their life trajectories and activities covered in detail in
several academic articles.7 However, the interconnections between socialist
feminism and the practice of modern medicine have not been substantially
covered so far, and the personality of Yi Togyo has eluded the attention of
researchers. Drawing on the existing corpus of research literature (see Kim,
2016), the current article intends to fill this gap, with specific attention paid
to the ways in which Yi’s feminist ideas and socialist commitments simul-
taneously conflicted and partly overlapped with the biopolitical aspects of
Japanese colonial power in Korea and, more concretely, socio-medical
agenda of the colonial government and its media. While the leftist feminism
of the 1920s and colonial medicine represented mutually dissimilar and
inherently conflictual aspects of the modernity project, they intersected inso-
much as all of them tended to assess positively the biopower which the
modern states—irrespective of their ideological orientation were supposed
to wield. This overlap allowed Yi the opportunity to use the colonial press
including government-run outlets for her campaign of medical enlighten-
ment for women which, as I will attempt to demonstrate, simultaneously
carried implicit ideological agendas of its own, ultimately running contrary
to colonial authorities’ intentions and objectives. At the same time, Yi’s
open acknowledgment of her lesbian past could be only possible in the
atmosphere of relatively liberal treatment of non-heterosexual intimacy
typical of the 1920s in both Japan and Korea. Ultimately, assessing Yi’s role
and achievements as a feminist historical figure against the background of
the historical conditions under which she was placed is the main task of
this article.
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Yi Togyo—a student, doctor, and activist

Yi is understood to be a Hamhŭng native—at least the Japanese authorities
had her address in a central area of Hamhŭng on their records well into the
mid-1930s (Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1934, p. 301). We know little about her family
background but, judging from the fact that she had to seek gainful employ-
ment right after graduating with the best grades from the local public
primary school in 1913 (Maeil Sinbo, 1913), we may assume that her birth
family was well-to-do enough to provide her with primary schooling but
not rich enough to pay for further studies, forcing her to search for a job.
Still, the very fact that Yi attended a primary school for the four required
years and managed to graduate reveals that her family must have had
some means and was, most likely, ideologically oriented toward moderniz-
ation. Even by the end of the decade, in 1919, the proportion of school-
age Korean girls who attended primary school was only four percent. Six
years earlier, it had stood at around two percent, and only 21% of the
primary school female students finished their education, with the rest drop-
ping out. Lack of schools, poverty, and an ingrained belief in the irrelevance
of public education for girls—that is, the inherited patterns of gender role
division—conspired to prevent more Korean girls from obtaining primary
schooling (Kim, P., 2009a, pp. 79–94). Against this backdrop, it can be said
that Yi belonged to a very small, but increasingly visible and influential, min-
ority of women who entered public education and, furthermore, modern-
type skilled employment in the 1910s, the first decade of Japanese colonial
rule in Korea.

The employment that Yi could land relatively easily after having graduated
with honors from her primary school was that of a nurse at a local Chahye
hospital run by the colonial Government General (Maeil Sinbo, 1914a,
1914b). Hamhŭng’s Chahye hospital was established by the Japanese Protec-
torate authorities in January 1910 and was initially staffed mostly by Japanese
military doctors (Ch’oe, K., 2016, pp. 59–61). Originally, like its sister insti-
tutions in Chŏnju and Ch’ŏngju (built in 1909), it was supposed to
“bestow” for free the “favors” (“hye” in “Chahye” stands for “favor” in Sino-
Korean) of modern medical technology to the provincial Korean population,
thus winning hearts and minds as the country was to be fully annexed by
Japan in August of the same year. By the mid-1910s, however, the Chahye
hospitals, including the one in Hamhŭng, were forced to introduce patient
fees as their budgets, which were never prioritized by the Government-
General, were further reduced (Pak, 2005, pp. 227–261). While 83.4% of
patients were treated by these hospitals for free in 1910, the percentage
fell to 61.9% by 1917 (Yo et al., 2018, p. 254). Since qualified nurses were in
short supply (there were only 215 licensed nurses in Korea in 1915, and
only 21 of them were ethnic Koreans, the rest being mostly Japanese, see
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Kim, 2019b, p. 87), each Chahye hospital was to provide a year and a half of in-
house nursing training to up to 20 girls aged 17–30 (Chŏng, 2021, p. 332). Yi,
who turned 17 (by Korean counting, one year added at birth) in 1913, was one
of those selected for nursing treatment and work that year at what was one of
the few modern medical institutions that existed in Hamhŭng at the time.

After having worked there for several years and presumably having saved
enoughmoney for her further education, Yi went on to study in Tokyo in 1918
and ended up enrolling at the prestigious Tokyo Women’s Medical College.
Founded in 1900 and entitled from 1920 to bestow official licenses to practice
medicine without a separate examination (Sakai et al., 2010, p. 341), it was the
first educational institution in Japan to produce female medics. Its earliest
Korean graduate was the famous Ho Yongsuk (1897–1975), also known as
the wife to the novelist Yi Kwangsu (1892–1950); she finished her studies in
1917 and obtained her license for medical practice in 1919 (Sin, 2012,
pp. 32–33). She, in the company of eight other Korean students at the
Tokyo Women’s Medical College who attended it before or simultaneously
with Yi (Ch’oe, Ŭ., 2016, p. 291), was among the pioneering female doctors
in Japan’s Korean colony. Hŏ was the daughter of a rich merchant (Sin,
2012, p. 27) and most other Korean students at the Tokyo Women’s
Medical College also came from well-to-do families (Ch’oe, Ŭ., 2016,
pp. 291–293). The same can be said about the three domestically trained pio-
neers of Korea’s female medical practice who were—as an exception—
allowed to audit classes at Seoul’s Governmental Medical School and received
their licenses in 1918, somewhat ahead of Ho (Kim, 2019b, p. 68). Kim
Yonghŭng and Kim Haeji came from families of middle-class Protestant con-
verts while An Sugyong was a daughter of a reformist Confucian scholar who
was at the governmental service before 1909. Interestingly, An Sugyong’s
brother, An Kwangch’ŏn (1897–?),8 a doctor-turned-socialist activist (Yi,
2021) ended up marring Yi Hyonggyong, once Yi Togyo’s lesbian lover.

In contrast with all of them, Yi Togyo was the daughter of a family of mod-
erate means. Unable to rely on support from her parents, she studied with
enormous determination, amidst rather challenging circumstances. Accord-
ing to her later confession, she was so immersed in her studies while in
Tokyo that she only went to see the famed Ueno and Hibiya parks after
she had safely graduated and obtained her diploma. Extreme concentration
on the studies exacerbated Yi’s health problems (Maeil Sinbo, 1931) which
later led to her passing at the early age of 35. Still, despite her busy academic
program, Yi also found time and energy to participate in the female students’
movement—hardly a surprising development given the general rise of social
movements in the 1920s following the transformative experience of the pan-
national pro-independence protests which began on 1 March 1919. From
January 1921, Yi was jointly responsible for the finances of Yŏja Hakhŭnghoe
(Society for Developing Women’s Education), a group built by Korean female
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students in Tokyo. The group’s organizer was Yu Yŏngjun (1892-?),9 Yi’s co-
student born to a poorer Pyongyang family, who was once forced even to
study at a school for would-be female entertainers (kisaeng), and was con-
nected to nationalist and, since the mid-1920s, also socialist radicals (Ch’oe,
Ŭ., 2016, pp. 292–298; Hwang, 1933). Later, as we will see below, Yu and Yi
ended up collaborating again as socialist feminists in Korea proper.

A student activist, once a lesbian (see below), and subsequently a lover of
Chu Chonggon (1895–1936), later to be one of the founders of Korea’s under-
ground Communist Party (on his life, see Tikhonov, 2023), in her student years
(Im, 2019), Yi Togyo returned to Kyongsong (Seoul) in 1924 a committed “red”
feminist, but also a qualified doctor. Having first worked for the Government-
General’s central hospital as a physician, pediatrician, and gynecologist, Yi
opened her own private clinic in May 1928 in a rather remote area of
Inch’on (Tong’a Ilbo, 1928). In 1930, she moved her clinic from Inch’on to
Kyongsong’s downtown area (Maeil Sinbo, 1931). From 1927 to 1931, Yi
also belonged to the core group of activists behind Kŭn’uhoe, a “united
front” women’s movement organization designed to consolidate the
uneasy collaboration between mostly Christian “new women” moderates
and socialist radicals (Kyōshōkō hi dai 5865-gō, 1927, p. 7). In April 1927,
she joined the preparatory committee which was to establish Kŭn’uhoe
(Tong’a Ilbo, 1927a). In May 1927, just after Kŭn’uhoe was first formed, Yi
was elected a member of its executive committee—interestingly, together
with her student-days intimate lesbian ex-partner, Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng (Tong’a
Ilbo, 1927b). She remained a committed Kŭn’uhoe activist until the very
end. Newspaper reports indicate that in March 1930, she was put in charge
of drafting political documents at the organization’s Kyongsong branch
(Chosŏn Ilbo, 1930).

Kŭn’uhoe and the social landscape of colonial Korea

The first-ever pan-national female group to temporarily unify Left and Right
(parallel to the establishment of pan-national Left-Right alliance in the form
of Sin’ganhoe, 1927–1931; see Yi, 1993, p. 210, 216), Kŭn’uhoe has been
extensively studied by historians, both in South Korea and Anglophone aca-
demia. One of the pioneering monographs published in South Korea in the
early 1970s on the history of the Korean Communist movement, for
example, has a special subchapter on Kŭn’uhoe. The authors concluded
that, already by 1928, the Left had gradually assumed a dominant position
inside Kŭn’uhoe and that the arrests of such prominent leftist leaders of
Kŭn’uhoe as Ho Chongsuk decisively weakened the organization (Kim &
Kim, 1973, pp. 72–101). The latest multi-volume canonic version of Korean
history produced by South Korea’s state-run National Institute of Korean
History (Kuksa p’yŏnch’an wiwŏnhoe) emphasizes the triple overlap at the
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heart of Kŭn’uhoe’s ideology which was simultaneously modernist (explicitly
militant vis-à-vis the “feudal vestiges,” or the traditional gender role distri-
bution patterns), anti-colonial and, in addition, anti-capitalist (Kuksa
p’yŏnch’an wiwŏnhoe, 2001, pp. 298–311). In Anglophone historical academia,
Wells emphasized the radicalism of Kŭn’uhoe’s Christian women around
issues of gender and the politics of the private realm (many of them chose
remaining single, a very difficult personal choice in a society that expected
women to become wives and mothers) and made insightful comparisons
between the inclination of both nationalist and socialist male activists to sub-
ordinate women’s agenda to supposedly “higher-level” national or social
issues (Wells, 1999). All in all, the existing literature paints a picture of a fem-
inist movement at the intersection of Christian nationalist and socialist ideas
and agendas which was closely interwoven with the general trajectory of
nationalist and socialist anti-colonial struggles.

Recent social history, however, has started to pay closer attention not only
to Kŭn’uhoe’s proclaimed ideals or its place in the general scheme of anti-
colonial nationalist and socialist movements but also to the social back-
grounds of its leaders and membership, on both the socialist and Christian
nationalist sides. As Kim Kyŏng’il, a prominent South Korean social historian,
makes clear, even socialist feminist activism, inside the Kŭn’uhoe framework
but also both before and after Kŭn’uhoe, had little to do with the urban pro-
letariat or peasantry, the supposed end beneficiaries of the hoped-for social-
ist transformation. For example, Choson Yosong Tong’uhoe (The Korean
Female Comrades Association), the pioneering socialist women’s organiz-
ation in Korea founded in 1924, had students, nurses, teachers, and house-
wives among its 73 members in December 1925 but practically no workers
or peasants. Kŭn’uhoe’s total membership stood at 2,135 by the close of
1929, but only 7.7% of the members were either workers or peasants; the
majority (58.8%) were educated urban housewives. Seen in this light, Kŭn’u-
hoe’s varied educational activities (lectures, night schools, etc.) were more an
attempt by a radical minority of modernized, urban middle-class women to
reach out to the majority of Korean women whose lives were still, by and
large, embedded in inherited patterns of separate gender roles (Kim, 2016,
pp. 157–159).

Following on this newer trend in the studies of Kŭn’uhoe, I would like to
highlight the significance of the modern patterns of vertical mobility via edu-
cational advancement in the life trajectories of Yi Togyo and her Kŭn’uhoe
comrades. Indeed, sociologically speaking, Yi exemplified the opportunities
for social mobility that modernity, even in its colonial version, provided to
at least some of the disadvantaged and underprivileged.10 A native of the tra-
ditionally discriminated against northern area of Korea11 and a woman from a
poorer family, she nonetheless succeeded in moving upwards to both the
geographical and social center of the colonial society by her own efforts
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via the modern ladder of academic achievement. It is noticeable that, besides
Yi, a number of other Kŭn’uhoe activists, on both socialist and Christian sides
of the movement, also exemplified a sharp upward mobility trajectory
enabled by modern developments. Among the socialist women on the pre-
paratory committee, Yu Yŏngjun (1892–?),12 a gynecologist and a fellow
graduate of Tokyo Women’s Medical College mentioned above in connection
with her student activism, was born to a poor Pyongyang family (Maeil Sinbo,
1922). Chŏng Ch’ilsŏng (1897–1958) was a former professional entertainer
(kisaeng) (on her life and radical activities, see Pak, 2019), while Chŏng Chong-
myŏng (1896–?),13 was a licensed nurse and midwife born to an impecunious
commoner household in the Korean capital (Ch’oe & Son, 2020, p. 147).

While Yi Tŏgyo, Yu Yŏngjun and Chŏng Chongmyŏng managed to dra-
matically raise their social standing by acquiring either higher or middle-
level qualifications in medicine and/or nursery/midwifery.14 Chŏng Ch’ilsŏng
studied English, typewriting. and applied arts in Japan in 1922 and 1925 and
was able to reinvent herself as a social activist on the strength of her edu-
cational credentials (Pak, 2019, pp. 135–136). Their socialism, in a way,
might have been a product of their desire to create the conditions under
which the poorer, uneducated, and domestically oppressed majority of
Korean women would be enabled to lift their socio-cultural and economic
status along the lines which Yi Tŏgyo’s, Yu Yŏngjun’s, Chŏng Chongmyŏng’s,
and Chŏng Ch’ilsŏng’s own life paths might suggest. It must have been clear
to these socialist women that such a mass status rise was unthinkable inside
the framework of colonial capitalism, and that could have stimulated their
quest for alternative forms of modern life (Kim, 2005, pp. 6–7).

On the Christian side, the proportion of women from noble (yangban)
landowning families was higher but at least one of Kŭn’uhoe’s Christian
initiative-takers, Kim Hwallan (1899–1970), was the daughter of a warehouse
owner from Inch’ŏn, originally from northwestern Korea and of moderate
means. Her mother—her father’s second wife had experience of being a
live-in maid and a concubine before her marriage and childbirth (Ye, 2005,
p. 402). Schooling at a missionary institution and later abroad via missionary
channels could often offer social mobility chances to aspiring underprivileged
females attracted to the Christian mission by the promise of education and
subsequent advances in the public space (Choi, 2009, pp. 86–120).

Typically, Kŭn’uhoe activists were upwardly mobile women whose social
rise was down to modern education and the emergence of professional
women’s potential employers, such as hospitals, educational institutions, or
newspapers. Kŭn’uhoe’s agenda, of course, was not limited to an improve-
ment in educational opportunities and the consequent possibilities for
upward mobility for women. Its 1929 program included both full legal equal-
ity of sexes and more radical, socialism-inspired demands, such as economic
improvements for peasant women and the introduction of mandatory two-
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week-long paid maternity leave for female workers. In addition to that,
Kŭn’uhoe wanted to eradicate gender discrimination in wages and abolish
dangerous labor and night shifts for women and children as well as trafficking
in females which the colonial police de facto condoned15 (Chosŏn Ilbo, 1929;
Kuksa p’yŏnch’an wiwŏnhoe, 2001, pp. 306–307) However, to the degree that
Kŭn’uhoe’s female professionals embodied the possibilities of success via
education which colonial modernity opened to at least some Korean
women and worked to spread modern knowledge among Korea’s female
population, Kŭn’uhoe, all its pronounced radicalism notwithstanding, could
coexist—albeit rather precariously—with the colonial authorities whose
legitimacy was, after all, based on their (quite far-fetched) claim to modernize
“backward” Korea. The Japanese colonial “cultural policy” of the 1920s, aimed
at allowing the colony’s emerging middle classes at least some degree of
semi-independence through controlled organization in order to secure
their cooperation in the longer term (Robinson, 1988, pp. 48–51), was yet
another background for the uneasy coexistence between Kŭn’uhoe-type acti-
vism and the colonial order.

Medical knowledge popularization and colonial biopolitics

While Kŭn’uhoe was busy spreading modern knowledge in general among
Korean women (Kuksa p’yŏnch’an wiwŏnhoe, 2001, pp. 307–308), the
spread of specifically modern medical knowledge was a field of activity in
which Yi indeed excelled. As a popular doctor, Yi was in high demand as a
writer on medical issues for newspapers and journals, advising her largely
female readership on everything, from pertussis (whooping cough) to endo-
metritis. Her role as a major popularizer of women-oriented medical knowl-
edge in colonial-age Korea still awaits proper attention from researchers.

One important point in Yi’s crusade for women-oriented popularization of
medical knowledge was its emphasis on vaccination (Yi, 1927c) and preven-
tion, and especially on hygiene. On pertussis, for example, Yi stressed its bac-
terial nature and its spread via coughs from already infected humans and
asked her readers to do their best to isolate those who were already sick in
order to prevent further contagion (Yi, 1930b). Ideally, she wanted Korean
families to dedicate a separate, isolated room to the nursing of sick family
members and ensure that they were thoroughly quarantined from the rest
of the household (Yi, 1930a). On the delicate subject of endometritis, Yi
named the gonorrhea infections of women’s husbands as a major cause of
all sorts of pelvic inflammatory diseases and advised women to demand
health certificates from their prospective marriage partners before marriage
(Yi, 1930c). The female readers were also exhorted to persuade their hus-
bands to avoid any sexual contact during menstrual days to prevent any
possibility of contagion (Yi, 1930c) and reminded women that pelvic
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inflammations could block their pregnancies (Yi, 1930c). Otherwise, in
common with many other medical professionals of her age, Yi believed
that female masturbation increased the danger of nervous breakdown and
chronic headaches (Yi, 1930e). Similar to mainstream (male) medical pro-
fessionals, Yi saw STD as a potential reproductive danger first and foremost,
while at the same time emphasizing the individual suffering that congenital
syphilis could cause to the children of the infected women—with blindness
and deformed bones highlighted as the main dangers. Yet another important
point she made was the husbands’ responsibility for the hygienic aspects of
sexual intercourse; this contrasted with the emphasis more conservative male
medical professionals of the 1920–1930s were routinely putting on women’s
responsibility for sexual hygiene (Yi, 1930d).16 All in all, while Yi’s medical
advice sought to convey a rather standard version of what was considered
scientific medical truths in the 1920s and early 1930s to her readership, her
emphasis on women’s agency in disease prevention, on husbands’ responsi-
bility for their female partners’ health and safety, and on the social precondi-
tions of successful prophylactics (separate rooms for patients in the houses,
etc.) reveal the socially progressive and gender emancipatory aspects of
her agenda.

An interesting observation related to Yi’s medicine popularization activi-
ties is to take note of which newspapers, specifically, carried her numerous
articles on general and women-specific health issues. Some of these articles,
to be sure, appeared in the Korean-run daily Tong’a Ilbo which tended to give
tribune to the radical intellectuals in the 1920s and early 1930s Nonetheless,
other ones were carried by the daily Maeil Sinbo, the Japanese Government-
General’s mouthpiece. Interestingly, Yi’s connection to Maeil Sinbo even pre-
dated her acquisition of physician status. As early as autumn 1913, the Gov-
ernment-General’s official paper praised the future “red feminist” as a “model
woman,” applauding her both for having graduated from the local primary
school with the best grades and for being “the politest nurse” at the local hos-
pital and thereby earning the gratitude of patients (Maeil Sinbo, 1913). More
praise came in the same paper the next year, as even more patients saluted
the “docile, humane, well-behaving and kind” nurse with—importantly—
excellent Japanese language skills (Maeil Sinbo, 1914a, 1914b). The hospital
at which Yi worked in Hamhŭng before departing to Tokyo for study was a
government one; Yi’s first job after returning to Korea as a qualified physician
was also at a Government General-run hospital in the Korean capital. Japa-
nese police documents indicate that from approximately 1927 Yi was
under surveillance as a Communist activist (Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1934, p. 301).
That, however, did not dampen Maeil Sinbo’s enthusiasm for publishing her
medical advice. Interestingly, Yi was not the only Kŭn’uhoe member whose
medical advice Maeil Sinbo was prepared to publish. Chŏng Chayŏng
(1896–1970), yet another graduate of Tokyo Women’s Medical College
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once active in Kŭn’uhoe, also enjoyed the privilege of publishing her exhor-
tations to Korean women in the colonial authorities’ official newspaper. She
opined, for example, that the time-honored ondol floor heating system
made Korean houses less “hygienic” than their Western counterparts and
bemoaned the lack of regularized physical activity in Korean households
(Chŏng, 1926). By 1930, she was already criticizing the supposed “irrational-
ity” of Koreans and their assumed penchant for “everything new” (Chŏng,
1930; see also Ch’oe, Ŭ., 2016, p. 309).

This continuous professional interaction between the colonial government
and anti-colonial female radicals with physician licenses indicates that diame-
trically opposing political positioning notwithstanding, the colony’s radica-
lized doctors and its imperialist rulers had at least one important thing in
common. The colonial government, its legitimacy based, as mentioned
above, on its (essentially self-serving and extremely questionable) claim to
stand for modernizing “reforms and improvements” in its colonized
domain, was an active practitioner of biopolitics.17 It ran a few medical insti-
tutions and, while clearly prioritizing the disciplinary, regimental aspects of
modern state power over the medical ones, also practiced the policies of
disease prevention and control, to the degree that the (highly limited)
budget of the institutions concerned would allow. Medical advice published
by newspapers was, in fact, the cheapest available prevention measure. It was
amply used, in addition to hygienic advice in civic ethics textbooks, public
lectures, and even radio broadcasts from the late 1920s (Hwang, 2016,
pp. 239–242). So, it may not be very surprising that even a known Communist
activist was allowed to contribute some useful articles on medical issues to
the Government-General’s own newspaper. Communist radicals, in turn,
regarded medicine as an important aspect of their own project of liberating
alternative modernity. Free medicine—an avowed goal of the Soviet state,
the Korean Communists’ model in the 1920s (it was fully introduced in the
USSR by 1937) was one of the declared objectives of the hoped-for revolution
in the Communist programs since the very beginning of the 1920s (see Tikho-
nov & Lim, 2017). It comes as little surprise that Communist activists of the
kind Yi represented did not consider it objectionable to collaborate with
the colonial government when the issues of popular health knowledge
were at stake.

The patterns of socialist feminism

At the same time, however, Yi was also active as a socialist feminist and was
understood—as alluded to above—by the Japanese police to be a part of the
underground Korean Communist Party organization. As a feminist radical, she
wanted women to be empowered, both socio-economically and in the
sphere of intimate relationships. She saw a close alliance with—but not
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subsummation to the labor movement as the only hope for any effective
improvement of poorer working women’s socio-economic conditions. Her
feminism, however, was much more than simply an extension of her
radical political commitments. She was known as a staunch advocate of
women’s moral right to initiate divorce proceedings. That was an especially
acute issue given that most marriages were still arranged, and the consent
of the marrying parties themselves was often purely formal (Yi, 1927b). Sim-
ultaneously, she made noteworthy attempts to outline her vision of emanci-
patory intimacy in a number of her essays in periodicals, lectures, and
roundtable discussions. She saw, for example, men’s high-handed, comman-
deering attitudes as one of the main reasons behind the marital discord
issues in contemporary Korea (Choson Ilbo, 1927). As with most of her con-
temporaries (of both sexes), Yi believed that men and women were, to a
degree, innately different from each other and considered men more
“flexible and determined” compared to women. She concurrently believed,
however, that women had other advantages, and refused to regard either
of the two sexes as “innately superior” (Yi, 1929).

Many of these essays also shed light on Yi’s own married life with Han
Wigon

18 (1896–1937), one of themost important organizers and theoreticians
of the Korean Communist movement and a journalist with Tong’a Ilbo, which
published some of Yi’s essays in 1927–1930. Yi strongly appreciated the
“understanding” that existed between her and her husband (Yi, 1928). Her
experience taught her that “full understanding,” a comradely relationship of
mutual encouragement, equality, and support in marriage, was an effective
antidote against the anxiety and fear that were otherwise an unescapable
part of radical activists’ lives (Yi, 1927a). As wewill see below, Yi’s staunch com-
mitment to her partnership with Han led to her following him to exile in China
and, eventually, to her death at a relatively young age.

It is also noteworthy that both Yi and many of her colleagues at Kŭn’uhoe,
the representative emancipated women of colonial Kyongsong, demon-
strated a very open attitude toward female homosexuality. This attitude
was not necessarily unusual in the 1910–30s, as various kinds of female
homosexual intimacy often accompanied the relatively secluded dormitory
life of female students19 in their late teens and early twenties (Pak-Ch’a,
2018, pp. 231–236). It still could, however, sound challenging to mainstream
society, but that did not seem to deter Yi. She readily shared, for example, the
memories of her lesbian love experience during her student days in Japan,
which evidently predated her heterosexual relationship with Chu
Chonggon (Yi, 1930f). Her lover was Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng (1902–?),20 a scion of a
rich family from Suwŏn (Kyŏnggi Province), who was at that time a student
at Tokyo Women’s University, and an active participant first in the Christian
and then the socialist movement. Later a fellow socialist Kŭn’uhoe activist,
Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng ended up marrying An Kwangch’ŏn (1897–?),21 a physician-
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turned-Communist activist (Cho, 2010, pp. 273–274) and she fled to China,
together with her husband in around 1929 (Kaebyŏk, 1935). Both Yi Togyo
and Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng were apparently bisexual, and seemingly saw their
lesbian affair as quite natural and befitting their student status (in the case
of most female undergraduates, being a student effectively precluded mar-
riage and subsequent childbirth). Yi Togyo shared with her readers the
intense physicality of her love affair with Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng (“constantly sleeping
under one blanket”), her polyamorous inclinations (she pursued several par-
allel lesbian love affairs at the same time, one of them with an ethnic Japa-
nese co-student) and the extremity of phycological suffering which her
predilection for open relationships caused her jealous partner (who once
was reportedly close to suicide) (Yi, 1930f). It appears highly plausible that
Yi Togyo’s attitudes toward love might have been influenced, among
others, by Alexandra Kollontai’s (1872–1952) theorizing on non-proprietary
amorous relationships, which—as I have mentioned above—was highly influ-
ential among feminists on the Left in both Japan and Korea in the 1920s.

Kollontai’s theories were often misrepresented, in her own time and later,
as advocating promiscuity or, at least, open relationships with a plurality of
partners. This was not, however, necessarily the case; nor was it the only
way in which “Kollontaism” was interpreted by the Korean female radicals
of the 1920s, Yi Togyo included. Her principal advocacy of easy divorce and
her belief in the theoretical permissibility of open relationships notwithstand-
ing, Yi refused to initiate any affairs after her husband left her behind in Korea
in 1927 and went into exile in China in May 1931 on account of police perse-
cution of leading Communists in Korea, but also out of her wish to be
together with her husband, keeping their relationship alive.

In a 1930 journal contribution, Yi emphasized that she managed to main-
tain fidelity to her husband during the three years of his absence, despite all
the challenges her unfulfilled sexual urges presented. Always a sober-minded
observer, she added that her social status as a qualified doctor with a solid
income was helpful—she was economically independent and did not need
to enter a new relationship for pecuniary reasons. While she acknowledged
that the women who were completely unable to endure their sexual urges
while their lovers were imprisoned or exiled should not be ethically
reproached for initiating a new relationship while waiting for their original
partners to return, she used her own example to demonstrate that fidelity
to an absent partner was not physically impossible, provided the couple’s
love life was from the very beginning solidly grounded in comradely
mutual understanding (Yi, 1930g). In the end, it appears that a form of inti-
macy with one other person, solidly embedded in egalitarian thinking, com-
radeship, mutual understanding, and respect, was Yi’s personally preferred
mode of intimate relationship. Non-proprietary attitudes were an important
prerequisite for practicing such a form of intimacy.
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Yi’s flight to Beiping (today’s Beijing) was a part of both her intimate and
her political life. She reportedly wanted to stay with her husband, but also at
the same time to “work” from China’s old capital, presumably as a part of a
Communist network. Japanese police managed to find her Beiping address,
placing her under surveillance even there, in her self-chosen Chinese exile
(Chōsen Sōtokufu, 1934, p. 301). However, she soon fell ill and passed away
in Beiping. The sad news was known in Korea by the autumn of 1932 (Kwan-
sangja, 1932). In the end, Yi lived in Chinese exile for only slightly more than a
year, and, due to a fatal illness, her life ended at a relatively early age.

Conclusion

This article examined Yi’s life course and her activities, including professional
and socio-political engagements. The methodologies utilized for the analysis
of Yi’s life and writings included the methods of social history, with special
attention paid to the role of the modern educational system in the upwardly
mobile trajectory of Yi’s professional life, and critical feminist reading of her
writings in heavily censored colonial press. Colonial press, as well as Japanese
police documents, furnished much of the information about Yi’s life and
activities used in this article. One of the foci of the article was Yi’s negotiation
strategies vis-à-vis colonial modernity. The modern educational system and
press outlets run by the colonialist state power apparatus were essential
for Yi’s upward social mobility trajectory and her campaign for disseminating
medical knowledge to fellow Korean women. At the same time, Yi was sub-
jected to constant police surveillance on account of her participation in
radical anti-colonial activities. Her modus vivendi under such conditions
was to identify the domain in which her own preferred vision of (socialist
and emancipatory) modernity would not clash with the modernizing claims
of the colonial government, namely the sphere of medical knowledge popu-
larization, with women readers as her target audience.

In the late 1920s and early 1930s, parallel to her engagement in Kŭn’uhoe,
a pan-national women’s group with a strong contingent of socialist radicals
(mostly upwardly mobile female professionals like Yi herself), she was also tre-
mendously active as a popularizer of medical knowledge, using all available
media channels including the Government-General’s own mouthpiece. Her
medical writings are worth rereading in the context of the contemporaneous
domain of popular medical advice for women; Yi’s choice of subject matter
and her placing of emphasis, in comparison with those of male medical pro-
fessionals, subtly indicate the radicalism of her attitudes. More generally,
popular medical discourses of colonial-age Korea (some of the primary
materials for which are recently reprinted in Ch’ongam Taehakkyo Chaeil
K’orian Yon’guso, 2022) should be reexamined by researchers in the future,
as many of them, once scrutinized from an intertextual viewpoint, reveal
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their connections to the attitudes towards gender, family, intimacy as well as
a number of biopolitical domain popular among Korean intelligentsia (and
Japanese medical professionals in Korea) of the colonial period.

At the same time, parallel to her “legal” existence as a medical professional,
popularizer, and social activist in the officially permitted domain of the colo-
nial civil society, Yi lived a second life as the wife and close comrade-in-arms
of Han Wigon, a Communist dedicated to overthrowing the colonial order. A
bisexual, Yi never disowned her lesbian past. However, at the same time, she
and Han managed to embody an example of a heterosexual marital partner-
ship based on the rejection of proprietary attitudes, and epitomizing equality,
mutual understanding, comradeship, and trust. Their practice of “red love”
was an important contribution to the debates on non-conventional and
radical forms of intimacy that raged in Korea (and elsewhere, including
Japan) in the 1920s and early 1930s. The attempts of colonial-age radicals
to challenge both pre-modern and modern forms of patriarchy in intimate
relationships were ahead of their time. They may serve as an important refer-
ence in the discussions on dismantling the patriarchal forms of gender
relations22 even in today’s South Korea.

Notes

1. In the case of the journals, see Yi (2021). See also a selection of the original texts
in Ch’ongam Taehakkyo Chaeil K’orian Yon’guso (2022, pp. 13–54, 62–101).

2. For pre-publication censorship in the case of the periodicals, see Robinson
(1988, pp. 50–55).

3. Chŏng Chongmyŏng (1896–?) moved North after 1945 and nothing is known
about her activities after 1948. The year of her death is unknown.

4. See Ho Chongsuk’s biography in Barraclough (2015).
5. Yi (2015) explains Ho ’s ideological development in the 1920s.
6. The standard works are Kim (2016, pp. 131–226) and Barraclough (2015). See an

inclusive bibliography in Kim (2016, pp. 309–326).
7. The most representative recent ones are Ch’oe and Son (2020) on Yi (2015) on

Ho .
8. No information is available about the whereabouts of An Kwangch’ŏn (1897-?)

after 1931. His year of death remains unknown.
9. Yu Yŏngjun’s (1892-?) activities in North Korea (where she moved to soon after

the Liberation) are not known after 1962, and thus the year of her death is
unknown.

10. On social mobility channels granted to a small minority of Koreans who
managed to reach college level in their academic careers, see Kim, Y. (2009b,
pp. 131–172) and Yumakoshi (2001, pp. 155–160).

11. On this discrimination and the consequent prominence of the northerners
among early modernizers, see Hwang (2002).

12. Yu Yŏngjun’s (1892-?) activities in North Korea (where she moved to soon after
the Liberation) are not known after 1962, and thus the year of her death is
unknown.
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13. Chŏng Chongmyŏng (1896–?) moved North after 1945 and nothing is known
about her activities after 1948. The year of her death is unknown.

14. Chŏng Chongmyŏng studied at a nursery school affiliated with the missionary
Severance Hospital between 1917 and 1920 and at the Government General-
run midwifery school in 1920 (Ch’oe & Son, 2020, pp. 148–151).

15. On the system of licensed prostitution and sex trade in colonial Korea, see Soh
(2004, pp. 172–173). See also an interview with a former Kŭn’uhoe activist in
Hangyoreh (1989).

16. See an analysis of this piece by Yi (1930d) in the contemporary context in Pak
(2021, pp. 55–57).

17. On the Japanese appropriation of the “scientific colonialism” discourse and the
importance of medical and hygienic practices for Meiji-period Japanese colonial
enterprise, see Rogaski (2004, pp. 136–164). On Japan’s emphasis on biomedi-
cine in its colonial governance in Korea, see Kim (2019b, p. 8).

18. On Han’s life and activities, see Kim (2019a).
19. On lesbian love among girl students as a “danger,” see Pak-Ch’a (2018, p. 244).
20. Yi Hyŏn’gyŏng’s (1902–-?) activities after 1931 are entirely unknown. Her year of

death remains unknown.
21. No information is available about the whereabouts of An Kwangch’ŏn (1897-?)

after 1931. His year of death remains unknown.
22. On the de facto persistence of these forms, see, for example, Brinton and Oh

(2019).
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이 논문의 주인공은 식민지 시기 조선의 선구적인 여성 의사 중의 한 명이며
동시에 열렬한 사회주의였던 이덕요 (李德耀,1897–1932)다. 이 논문은
의사이자 사회주의자인 이덕요의 의학 지식 대중화 노력 등에 초점을
두어서, 그녀의 “의료”에 대한 이해가 그 당시에 “의료적 근대성”의 주류
통념들과 어떤 관계에 있었으며, 그녀의 젠더 해방 지향과 사회주의 이념과
어떻게 상호작용했는지 알아보고자 한다. 이와 동시에 이 논문은 이덕요의
사회주의적 여성관과 그녀의 성과 성평등, 연애, 결혼에 대한 신념을
조명하여, 그녀가 “적애” (赤愛, 사회주의적 연애)를 어떻게 실천에 옮겼는지
알아본다. 이외에는 이 논문은 이덕요의 의학 지식 대중화 운동과 조선
총독부의 “대중위생론” 사이의 중첩되는 점에 착안하여 양쪽의 근대적
진료, 위생관의 상통하는 점 등을 알아보고 이덕요와 일제 관영 언론
사이의 관계에 대한 이해를 시도해본다. 결론적으로 이 논문은 이덕요의
신념, 실천, 그리고 저술 활동에 대한 조명을 통해서 1920–30년대의
사회주의적 여성해방론, 그리고 사회주의적 페미니즘과 의학적 근대성
사이의 관계에 대한 우리 이해를 심화시키고자 한다.

KEYWORDS 이덕요; 근대 의료; 페미니즘; 사회주의; 조선공산당
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